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Anonymous Programs of Adult Children of Alcoholics (APACA) was a standing 
committee within ACA/iWSO (1986 through 1990.) Its goals were to reach ACA 
meetings and Intergroups (IGs) everywhere, develop a network of interactive 
ACA contacts and facilitate creation of a World Service Organization (WSO.)  It 
presented its report to the ACA fellowship as a whole at annual ACA ABCs. 

Contents: APACA Archives 
1. APACA Worksheet Notes 1988:  This is a handwritten 8.5” X 14” outline of 

“brainstorming” ideas summarizing concepts and goals for ACA WSO compiled at 
the La Jolla, CA ABC by a working group of delegates from several IGs.   

2. APACA 2:  Tri-fold “APACA” Handout, 1990 APACA ABC draft report circulated 
to IGs, By-Laws Committee Report, correspondence, notes, treasurer’s letter. 

3. “Evergreen” Newsletter APACA 3:  Humboldt ACA IG’s newsletter, 
“Evergreen”, was used to “piggy-back” APACA communications, fellowship survey 
forms, etc., within ACA as a whole during 1989-90 (when Kathleen S. (W.) was 
APACA Co-Chair, to save mailing costs.  The Humboldt ACA IG covered this expense 
without billing iWSO and mailed to as many as 60 IGs (US, Canada, NZ) at 3-6 
month intervals.  The ACA Identity Survey (page 5) was compiled by APACA and a 
partial summary of the result is included (page 19.) 

4. APACA-GSN 4:  After the fiasco at the 1990 ACA ABC, the disgruntled IGs formed 
an ad hoc committee, “GSN,” to complete the ACA General Service Manual draft, 
which is referenced in these docs.  Feedback from IG reps expressing confusion, 
dismay about the state of ACA’s Service structure.  Correspondence and attempts 
to collect APACA funds from iWSO, and from APACA-earmarked contributions 
from various IGs which had been routed through the iWSO Board were, for the 
most part, not forwarded and the iWSO Board refused to pay the budgeted funds 
that were already approved to the committee. 

5. APACA GSN Service Manual 5:  Docs contributing the Service Manual to the 
fellowship, correspondence and copyright docs.  Some few pages from the 
Manual.  (Full doc to be scanned into Archives by 12/31/2019; hard-copy available. 

 
These APACA archives are not complete and may be added to over the next few 
months as materials are located within raw storage files in the possession of 
Kathleen S. (W.), or which are received from others in the fellowship.   
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Sticky Note
Kathleen S. (Surbaugh) was Kathleen W. (Welsh), her married name between 6/21/82 and 12/21/91, when she was divorced.  She resumed her maiden name, "Surbaugh," at that time and has since retained it permanently.


